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#metoo Digital Media Collection
● ~4 GB of saved test crawls from Archive-It

● Web sites and pages: News articles, blog posts, organizational websites

● Full text (derivative file): 370 MB

● Does not contain Twitter data



What do we want to explore?
● What content is linked to from the web archive?

● Is that content (the content linked to from the crawled websites or web 

pages) also in the web archive?

○ Can we access the text of the content that is linked to?



What were we able to do?
● Run through the code in the Jupyter notebook!

○ Looked at top domains and tokens

○ Added additional stop words to try to get more meaningful data

■ Needed to add years, months, etc. to get rid of some of the noise

● Explore hyperlink relationships between domains in Gephi

● Try to identify content that is linked to but not crawled or accessible to 

users in Archive-It



What have we learned?
● Decision-making around web 

crawl QA has a BIG impact on 

the data we’re working with in 

AUT

○ Two large crawls of the Pragmatic 

Mom blog throw the data out of 

whack

● Data that’s useful when provided 

through Archive-It/Wayback 

Machine might be problematic 

for this type of analysis



What have we learned?
● A lot of data cleaning is necessary to make text analysis meaningful



Network Analysis in Gephi

How can we glean 

meaningful 

information from 

this? 



What have we learned?
● It looks like Tarana 

Burke, who originally 

began #metoo, is 

mentioned at the 

beginning of texts. Is she 

getting credit for her 

work and her role in this 

movement?



What else do we want to know?
● Explore what tweets are embedded in web content?

○ Would use .warc files for this

● What can we learn from working with warc files instead of derivatives?

● Can NER help us identify more people/organizations that should be 

represented in this collection? Can that help point us to more content 

that will allow us build more inclusive or diverse collections, or will that 

only identify what’s already here?

● What is the best way for us to continue working on this once we get 

home?


